Abstract-John Bell has shown that the correlations entailed by quantum mechanics cannot be reproduced by a classical process involving non-communicating parties. But can they be simulated with the help of bounded communication? This problem has been studied for more than two decades, and it is now well understood in the case of bipartite entanglement. However, the issue was still widely open for multipartite entanglement, even for the simplest case, which is the tripartite GreenbergerHorne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state. We give an exact simulation of arbitrary independent von Neumann measurements on general n-partite GHZ states. Our protocol requires O(n 2 ) bits of expected communication between the parties, and O(n log n) expected time is sufficient to carry it out in parallel. Furthermore, we need only an expectation of O(n) independent unbiased random bits, with no need for the generation of continuous real random variables nor prior shared random variables. In the case of equatorial measurements, we improve on the prior art with a protocol that needs only O(n log n) bits of communication and O(log 2 n) parallel time. At the cost of a slight increase in the number of bits communicated, these tasks can be accomplished with a constant expected number of rounds.
parties [2] . This momentous discovery led to the question of quantifying quantum non-locality.
A natural quantitative approach to the non-locality inherent in a given entangled quantum state is to study the amount of resources that would be required in a purely classical theory to reproduce exactly the probabilities corresponding to measuring it. More formally, we consider the problem of sampling the joint discrete probability distribution of the outcomes obtained by people sharing this quantum state, on which each party applies locally some measurement on his share. Each party is given a description of his own measurement but is not informed of the measurements assigned to the other parties. This task would be easy (for a theoretician!) if the parties were indeed given their share of the quantum state, but they are not. Instead, they must simulate the outcome of these measurements without any quantum resources, using as little classical communication as possible. Notice that we insist on exact sampling since approximate sampling can obviously be realized by having the parties communicate in order to share approximations of their measurement parameters.
This conundrum was introduced by Maudlin [3] in 1992 in the simplest case of linear polarization measurements at arbitrary angles on the two photons that form a Bell state such as | + =
|11 . Maudlin claimed that this required "the capacity to send messages of unbounded length", but he showed nevertheless that the task could be achieved with a bounded amount of expected communication. Similar concepts were reinvented independently years later by other researchers [4] , [5] . This led to a series of results, culminating with the protocol of Toner and Bacon to simulate arbitrary von Neumann measurements on a Bell state with a single bit of communication in the worst case [6] , thus contradicting Maudlin's claim. Later, Regev and Toner extended this result by giving a simulation of the correlation (but not the marginals) entailed by arbitrary binary von Neumann measurements (meaning that the outcome for each party can take only two values) on arbitrary bipartite states of any dimension using only two bits of communication, also in the worst case [7] . Inspired by Steiner's work [5] , Cerf, Gisin and Massar showed that the effect of an arbitrary pair of positiveoperator-valued measurements (POVMs) on a Bell state can also be simulated with a bounded amount of expected communication [8] . A more detailed early history of the simulation of quantum entanglement can be found in Ref. [9, Sec. 6] .
All this prior work is concerned strictly with the simulation of bipartite entanglement. Much less is known when it comes to simulating multipartite entanglement with classical communication, a topic that was still teeming with major open problems. Consider the simplest case, which is the simulation of independent arbitrary von Neumann measurements on the tripartite GHZ state, named after Greenberger, Horne and Zeilinger [10] , which we shall denote
|111 , or more generally on its n-partite generalization | n = 1
|1 n . The easiest situation arises in the special case of equatorial measurements (defined in Section II) on the GHZ state because all the marginal probability distributions obtained by tracing out one or more of the parties are uniform. Hence, it suffices in this case to simulate the n-partite correlation. Once this has been achieved, all the marginals can easily be made uniform [11] . Making the best of this observation, Bancal, Branciard and Gisin have given a protocol to simulate equatorial measurements on the tripartite and fourpartite GHZ states at an expected cost of 10 and 20 bits of communication, respectively [12] . Later on, Branciard and Gisin improved this in the tripartite case with a protocol using 3 bits of communication in the worst case [13] . The simulation of equatorial measurements on | n for n ≥ 5 was handled subsequently by Brassard and Kaplan, with an expected cost of O(n 2 ) bits of communication [14] . This was the best result obtained until now on this line of work.
Despite substantial effort, the case of arbitrary von Neumann measurements, even on the original tripartite GHZ state | 3 , was still wide open. Here, we solve this problem in the general case of the simulation of the n-partite GHZ state | n , for any n, under the random bit model introduced in 1976 by Knuth and Yao [15] , in which the only source of randomness comes from the availability of independently distributed unbiased random bits. Furthermore, we have no needs for prior shared random variables between the parties. 1 Our simulation proceeds with O(n) expected perfect random bits and its expected communication cost is O(n 2 ) bits, but only O(n log n) time if we count one step for sending bits in parallel according to a realistic scenario in which no party has to send or receive more than one bit in any given step. Furthermore, in the case of equatorial measurements, we improve the earlier best result [14] with an expected communication cost of only O(n log n) bits and O(log 2 n) parallel time. At the cost of a slight increase in the number of bits communicated and the number of required random bits, these tasks can be accomplished with a constant expected number of rounds.
More formally, the quantum task that we want to simulate is as follows. Each party j holds one qubit (quantum bit) from state | n = 1 √ 2
|1 n and is given the description of a von Neumann measurement M j . By local operations, they collectively perform ⊗ n j =1 M j on | n , thus obtaining one outcome each, say b j ∈ {−1, +1}, which is their output. The joint probability distribution p(b) of the b j 's is defined by the joint set of measurements. Our purpose is to sample exactly this joint probability distribution by a purely classical process that involves no prior shared random variables and 1 Most of the prior art on the simulation of entanglement by classical communication required the parties to share continuous real random variables in an initialization phase [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , admittedly an unreasonable proposition, but there have been exceptions, such as Ref. [16] .
as little communication as possible. As mentioned above, previous solutions [12] [13] [14] required each individual measurement to be equatorial. In order to overcome this limitation, our complete solution builds on three ingredients: (1) Gravel's decomposition of p(b) as a convex combination of two subdistributions [17] , [18] ; (2) Knuth and Yao's algorithm [15] to sample exactly discrete probability distributions assuming only a source of unbiased identically independently distributed bits, rather than a source of continuous uniform random variables on the interval [0, 1]; and (3) our own distributed version of the classic von Neumann's rejection algorithm [19] .
We define precisely our problem in Section II and we formulate our convex decomposition of the GHZ distribution, which is the key to its simulation. Then, we explain how to sample according to a Bernoulli distribution even when only approximations of the distribution's parameter are available. We also explain how the classic von Neumann rejection algorithm can be used to sample in the sub-distributions defined by our convex decomposition. However, little attention is paid in Section II to the fact that the various parameters that define the joint distribution are not available in a single place. Section III is concerned with the communication complexity issues. This paves the way to Section IV, in which we provide a complete protocol to solve our problem, as well as its detailed analysis. Section V discusses variations on the theme, in which we consider a parallel model of communication, an expected bounded-round solution, improvements on the prior art for the simulation of equatorial measurements, and a remark to the effect that only one party needs access to a source of randomness. We conclude in Section VI with a discussion, open problems, and the announcement of a forthcoming generalization of our results. For completeness, the appendices derive from first principles our convex decomposition of the GHZ distribution, as well as elementary approximation and truncation formulas useful in the analysis of the parallel model.
II. SAMPLING EXACTLY THE GHZ DISTRIBUTION IN THE RANDOM BIT MODEL
Any von Neumann measurement on a single qubit can be conveniently represented by a point on the surface of a three-dimensional sphere, known as the Bloch sphere, whose spherical coordinates can be specified by an azimuthal angle θ ∈ [0, 2π) and an elevation angle ϕ ∈ [−π/2, π/2]. These parameters define operator
sin ϕ e −ıθ cos ϕ e ıθ cos ϕ − sin ϕ , where x = cos θ cos ϕ, y = sin θ cos ϕ, z = sin ϕ, and σ 1 , σ 2 and σ 3 are the Pauli operators. In turn, this operator defines a measurement in the usual way, which we shall also denote M for convenience, whose outcome is one of its eigenvalues +1 or −1. A von Neumann measurement is said to be equatorial when its elevation angle ϕ = 0 vanishes and it is said to be in the computational basis when ϕ = ±π/2. Consider a set of n von Neumann single-qubit measurements M j , represented by their parameters (θ j , ϕ j ), where 1 ≤ j ≤ n. This set of operators defines a joint measurement
In turn, this measurement defines a probability distribution p on the set {−1, +1} n , which corresponds to the probability of all possible outcomes when the n-partite GHZ state
|1 n is measured according to M.
We call it the GHZ distribution. Following Refs. [17] , [18] , we show in Appendix A that the
where
Hence, we see that distribution p is a convex combination of sub-distributions p 0 and p 1 , whose coefficients cos 2 (θ/2) and sin 2 (θ/2) depend only on the azimuthal angles of the measurements, whereas the sub-distributions depend only on their elevation angles. Sampling p is therefore a matter of sampling a Bernoulli distribution with defining parameter cos 2 (θ/2) before sampling either p 0 or p 1 , whichever is the case. As we shall see, full knowledge of the parameters is not required to sample p exactly. We shall see in Section II-A how to sample a Bernoulli distribution with an arbitrary p ∈ [0, 1] as parameter (not the same p as our probability distribution for GHZ) using a sequence of approximants converging to p and using an expected number of only five unbiased identically independently distributed (i.i.d.) random bits. Subsequently, we shall see in Section II-B how to sample p 0 (or p 1 ) by modifying von Neumann's rejection algorithm in a way that it uses sequences of approximants and unbiased i.i.d. random bits. For simulating exactly the GHZ distribution, an expected number of 6n + 17 perfect random bits is sufficient. For simplicity, we shall henceforth systematically ignore zero-probability events in our analyses.
A. Sampling a Bernoulli Distribution
Assume that only a random bit generator is available to sample a given probability distribution and that the parameters that specify this distribution are only accessible as follows: we can ask for any number of bits of each parameter, but will be charged one unit of cost per bit that is revealed. We shall also be charged for each random bit requested from the generator.
To 
It is clear that Y = 0 if and only if U < p, which happens with probability p. Therefore, Y is indeed Bernoulli( p). The expected number of bits required from p is precisely 2. The expected number of bits needed from our random bit source is also 2. Now, suppose that the parameter p defining our Bernoulli distribution is given by p = cos 2 (θ/2), as in the case of our decomposition of the GHZ distribution. None of the parties can know θ precisely since it is distributed as a sum of θ j 's, each of which is known only by one individual party. If we could obtain as many bits in the binary expansion of p as needed (although the expected number of required bits is as little as 2), we would use the idea given above in order to sample according to this Bernoulli distribution. However, it is not possible in general to know even the first bit of p given any fixed number of bits of the θ j 's. For instance, if θ is arbitrarily close to π/2, we need arbitrarily many bits of precision about it before we can tell if the first bit in the binary expansion of cos 2 (θ/2) is 0 or 1. Nevertheless, we can use approximations of p, rather than truncations, which in turn can come from approximations (in particular truncations) of the θ j 's. We postpone to Section III-B the detail of how these approximations can be obtained in a distributed setting. For now, let us assume that we can obtain approximation p [k] 
Thus, one can check if U < p by generating only a finite number of bits of U and increasingly good approximations of p. These ideas are formalized in Algorithm 1. It is elementary to verify that the Y generated by this algorithm is Bernoulli( p),
The number of iterations before Algorithm 1 returns a value, which is also its required number of independent unbiased random bits, is a random variable, say K . We have seen above that E{K }, the expected value of K , would be exactly 2 if we could generate arbitrarily precise truncations of p. But since we can only obtain arbitrarily precise approximations instead, which is why we needed Algorithm 1 in the first place, we shall have to pay the price of a small increase in E{K }. 10: return Y = 0 11: else 12: k ← k + 1 13: end if 14: end loop Therefore,
B. Sampling p 0 (or p 1 ) in the Random Bit Model
Here, we concentrate on sampling p 0 since p 1 can be sampled in the same way, mutatis mutandis. Let us define
Clearly, α 2 j + β 2 j = 1. Now, consider n Rademacher 2 random variables B j that take value −1 with probability β 2 j and +1 with complementary probability α 2 j . The random vector with independent components given by (B 1 , . . . , B n ) is distributed according to
+1} n , and a 0 is given in (3). Similarly, the random vector with independent components given by (−B 1 , . . . , −B n ) is distributed according to
The key observation is that both q 0 and q 1 can be sampled without any needs for communication because each party j knows his own parameters α 2 j and β 2 j , which is sufficient to draw independently local Rademacher random variable B j or −B j . Moreover, a single unbiased independent random bit S drawn by a designated party suffices to sample collectively from distribution q = 
The relevance of all these observations is that we can apply von Neumann's rejection algorithm [19] to sample p 0 since it is bounded by the small constant 2 that multiplies easy-todraw probability distribution q. For the moment, we assume once again the availability of a continuous uniform random generator, which we shall later replace by a source of unbiased independent random bits. We also assume for the moment that we can compute the α j 's, q(b) and p 0 (b) exactly. This gives rise to Algorithm 2.
By the general principle of von Neumann's rejection algorithm, probability distribution p 0 is successfully sampled after an expected number of 2 iterations round the loop because p 0 (b) ≤ 2q(b) for all b ∈ {−1, +1} n . Within one iteration, two expected independent unbiased random bits suffice to generate each of the n Rademacher random variables by a process similar to what is explained in the second paragraph of Section II-A. Hence an expected total of 2n + 1 random bits are needed each time round the loop for an expected grand total of 4n + 2 bits to sample p 0 . But of course, this does not take account of the (apparent) need to generate the continuous uniform [0, 1] random variable U. It follows that the expected total amount of work required by Algorithm 2 is O(n), provided we count infinite real arithmetic at unit cost. Furthermore, the time taken by this algorithm, divided by n, is stochastically smaller than a geometric random variable with constant mean, so its tail is exponentially decreasing. Now, we modify and adapt this algorithm to eliminate the need for the continuous uniform U (and hence its generation), which is not allowed in the random bit model. Furthermore, we eliminate the need for infinite real arithmetic and for the exact values of q(B) and p 0 (B), which would be impossible to obtain in our distributed setting since the parameters needed to compute these values are scattered among all parties, and replace them with approximations-we postpone to Section III the issue of how these approximations can be computed. (On the other hand, arbitrarily precise values of the α j 's are available to generate independent Rademacher random variables with these parameters because each party will be individually responsible to generate his own Rademacher variable.) Algorithm 3 Accepting Condition for Algorithm 2 1: {Note: B ∈ {−1, +1} n is given to the algorithm, generated according to q =
return Y = 0 12: else 13: k ← k + 1 14: end if 15: end loop
In each iteration of Algorithm 2, we generate a random variable B according to distribution q (lines 2 to 8) and it appears that we need the exact values of q(B) and p 0 (B), as well as a uniform real random variable U, in order to decide on the last line whether to accept this B or reject it and start all over again. However, testing if 2Uq(B) ≤ p 0 (B) can be achieved with finite precision on all these parameters. For this purpose, we adapt the method developed for Algorithm 1 to generate a Bernoulli random variable Y equal to 1 with probability exactly equal to p 0 (B)/2q(B).
Again, we denote by
Otherwise, we are in the uncertainty zone and we need more bits of U, q(B) and p 0 (B) before we can decide on the value of Y. This is formalized in Algorithm 3. It follows from the above discussion that this algorithm can serve to sample Bernoulli random variable Y, in effect replacing line 9 in Algorithm 2 and providing the terminating condition "until Y = 1" as its line 10. But how many iterations does Algorithm 3 require? Let K be a random variable corresponding to the value of k upon exiting from the loop in this algorithm, which is the number of times round the loop and hence the number of bits needed from U and the precision in 2q(B) and p 0 (B) required in order to sample exactly Bernoulli random variable Y. We are interested in an upper bound on E{K }, the expected value of K .
If the algorithm has not yet halted after having processed
and invoking the triangle inequality on the fact that the absolute value of the three terms above is upper-bounded by 3/2 k , 1/2 k and 4/2 k , respectively. Therefore, given any B, using δ B to denote
.
Thus, using k 0 to denote 3 + log 2 (1/q(B)) ,
The last step uses the fact that x + 2 1−x ≤ 2 for all 0 ≤ x < 1, where
Finally, we uncondition in order to conclude:
where H (q) denotes the Shannon entropy of q = q 0 +q 1 2 .
III. COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY OF SAMPLING
In this section, we consider the case in which the sampler of the previous section no longer has full knowledge of the GHZ distribution to be simulated. The sampler, whom we call the leader in a distributed setting, has to communicate through classical channels in order to obtain partial knowledge of the parameters belonging to the other parties. Partial knowledge results in approximations of the parameters involved in sampling the GHZ distribution, but, as we saw in the previous section, we know how to sample exactly in the random bit model using such approximations. We consider two models of communication: in the sequential model, the leader has a direct channel with everyone else and all the communication has to take place sequentially because the leader cannot listen to everyone at the same time; in the parallel model, parties communicate with one another in a tree-structured way, with the leader at the root, which makes it possible to save on communication time, at the expense of a small increase in the total number of bits that need to be communicated. Unless specified otherwise, mostly in Section V-A, the sequential model is implicitly assumed.
A. Approximating Sums and Products of Bounded Numbers
We shall need to approximate sums and products of numbers for which we already have approximations or truncations.
Theorem 1: Let k and v be integers and consider any two real numbers x and y in interval [−2 v , 2 v ]. Letx andŷ be arbitrary k-bit approximations of x and y, respectively, also restricted to lie in interval
, where we used the triangle inequality |a + b| ≤ |a| + |b|. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 1, using the fact that the sum of two numbers in interval
and that ifŷ is a k-bit approximation of y, then −ŷ is a k-bit approximation of −y.
Corollary 2: Let k and n < 2 k be integers and let {x j } n j =1
and {x j } n j =1 be real numbers and their k-bit approximations,
Proof: Let us place thex j 's in the leaves of a binary tree of height log 2 n . If each internal node represents the product of its two children, the corollary follows from repeated use of Theorem 1, using v = 0, since we lose one bit of precision at each level up the tree until we reach n j =1x j at the root.
B. Sampling a Bernoulli Whose Parameter Is Distributed
In order to sample the GHZ distribution, we know from Section II that we must first sample the Bernoulli distribution with parameter cos 2 (θ/2), where θ = n j =1 θ j . Let us say that the leader is party number 1. Since he knows only θ 1 , he must communicate with the other parties to obtain partial knowledge about θ j for j ≥ 2. The problem of sampling a Bernoulli distribution with probability cos 2 (θ/2) reduces to learning the sum θ with sufficient precision in order to use Algorithm 1.
To compute a k-bit approximation of
define ϑ = θ/2 and ϑ j = θ j /2 for each j . If the leader obtains an -bit approximationθ j of each ϑ j , j ≥ 2, and if we defineθ = n j =1θ j , we need to find the value of for which cos 2 (θ) is a k-bit approximation of cos 2 (θ). By virtue of standard results on Taylor series expansion, we have
where · denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector. Hence, it suffices to choose = k + log 2 n in order to conclude as required that |cos 2 (ϑ) − cos 2 (θ)| ≤ 2 −k . Taking into account the integer part of each ϑ j , which must also be communicated, and remembering that 0 ≤ ϑ j ≤ 2π since it is an angle, 4 the required number of bits communicated in the sequential model is (n − 1)( + 3) = (n − 1) k + 3 + log 2 n , which is O(kn + n log n). In our case, the expected value of k is bounded by 5 (see the analysis of the Bernoulli sampling Section II-A), so that this operation requires an expected communication of O(n log n) bits.
C. Distributed Version of von Neumann's Algorithm
Once the leader has produced a bit Z according to a Bernoulli distribution with parameter cos 2 (θ/2), he still needs to sample p Z . Of course, he does not know ϕ j for j ≥ 2. In order to apply von Neumann's rejection method from Section II-B (Algorithms 2 and 3), he needs the ability to learn with sufficient precision the products a 0 (B) = n j =1 c j and
given that the B j 's are nonidentical independent Rademacher distributions with parameters α 2 j or β 2 j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, defined in (4). Once these products are known with k + 2 bits of precision, the left and right k-bit approximations L k and R k are easily computed by virtue of Corollary 1, using v = 0. This is the information needed at line 7 of Algorithm 3. It follows from Corollary 2 that the leader can compute the required (k + 2)-bit approximations of a 0 (B) and a 1 (B) if he obtains -bit approximationsĉ j andŝ j of each party's c j and s j , where = k + 2 + log 2 n . Notice that each party knows exactly his own c j and s j , and henceĉ j andŝ j can be transmitted directly to the leader, rather than approximations of the ϕ j 's. These -bit approximations can in fact be -bit truncations, requiring the transmission of + 1 bits, taking account of the sign, for a grand total of 2(n − 1)(k + 3 + log 2 n ) bits that must be transmitted to the leader, which is O(kn + n log n). For our specific application of simulating the GHZ distribution, we proved at the end of Section II-B that the expected value of k is bounded by n + 5. It follows that an expected communication cost of O(n 2 ) bits suffices to sample the GHZ distribution, as we shall prove formally in the next section.
IV. PROTOCOL FOR SAMPLING THE GHZ DISTRIBUTION
We are finally ready to glue all the pieces together into Algorithm 4, which samples exactly the GHZ distribution under arbitrary von Neumann measurements, thus solving our conundrum. Its correctness is proved below, and it is shown that the expected amount of randomness used in this process is upper-bounded by O(n) bits and an expected O(n 2 ) bits of communication suffice to complete the task. Fewer bits suffice when the measurements are equatorial or when all or almost all of them are in the computational basis or nearly so.
A. Correctness of the Protocol
In line 1, the leader samples a Bernoulli Z with parameter cos 2 n j =1 θ j /2 , which allows him to decide whether to sample B according to p 0 or p 1 . Notice that he does not have to inform the other parties of this decision since they do not need to know if the sampling will be done according to p 0 or p 1 . In Section III-B, we showed how to sample exactly a Bernoulli with parameter cos 2 n j =1 θ j /2 even when the θ j 's are not known to the leader for j ≥ 2.
The part within the outer repeat loop (lines 2 to 25) is essentially von Neumann's rejection algorithm, which has been adapted and modified to work in a distributed scenario. The leader must first decide which of q 0 or q 1 to sample. For this purpose, he generates an unbiased random bit S and broadcasts it to the other parties. Sampling either q 0 or q 1 can now be done locally and independently by each party j , yielding a tentative B j ∈ {−1, +1}. The parties will output these B j 's only at the end, provided this round is not rejected. To make this decision, each party computes locally c j = cos The leader computes
The leader requests (k + 2 + log 2 n )-bit truncations of c j and s j from each party j ≥ 2 15: The leader computes (k + 2)-bit approximations of a 0 (B) and a 1 (B) 16: The leader computes k-bit approximations L k of 2q(B) = a 2 0 (B) + a 2 1 (B) and R k of p Z (B)
Set Y ← 1 and break from the loop 19 :
Set Y ← 0 and break from the loop 21: else 22: Set k ← k + 1 and continue the loop {The leader does not yet have enough information to decide whether to accept or reject B; therefore, he needs more information from all the other parties in order to compute one more bit of precision on a 0 (B) and a 1 (B)} 
B. Expected Randomness and Communication Cost
The expected amount of randomness used in this process is upper-bounded by 6n + 17 bits. This is calculated as follows: the expected number of bits for sampling Bernoulli Z is bounded by 5. This is followed by an expectation of two rounds of von Neumann's rejection algorithm (the outer repeat loop). In each of these rounds, we need 1 bit for S and expect 2 bits for each of the B j 's (hence 1 + 2n in total), before entering the inner loop. The expected number of times round this loop is bounded by n + 5, and one more random bit U k is needed each time. Putting it all together, the expected number of random bits is bounded by 5+2(1+2n +(n +5)) = 6n +17.
The expected amount of communication is dominated by the leader's need to obtain increasingly accurate approximations of c j and s j from all other parties at line 14 in order to compute increasingly accurate approximations L k and R k , which he needs in order to decide whether or not to break from the inner loop and, in such case, whether or not to accept B as final output. On the k th time round the loop, the leader needs k + 2 + log 2 n bits of precision plus one bit of sign about each c j and s j , j ≥ 2, in addition to having full knowledge about his own c 1 and s 1 . According to Section III-C, this suffices for the leader to compute (k + 2)-bit approximations of a 0 (B) and a 1 (B), which in turn suffice by virtue of Corollary 1 to obtain k-bit approximations
The need for the leader to obtain from the other parties these increasingly precise approximations of c j and s j would be very expensive if all their bits had to be resent each time round the loop, with increasing values of k. Fortunately, this process works well because the parties actually send truncations of these values to the leader at line 14: each truncation simply adds one bit of precision to the previous one. Hence, it suffices for the leader to request 2(4 + log 2 n ) bits from each other party at the onset, when k = 1, and only two additional bits per party are needed afterwards for each subsequent trip round the loop (one for c j and one for s j ). All counted, a total of 2(n − 1)(k + 3 + log 2 n ) bits will have been requested from all other parties by the time we have gone through the inner loop k times. Since the expected value of k upon exiting this loop is bounded by n + 5, the expected number of bits that have to be communicated to the leader to complete von Neumann's rejection algorithm (lines 2 to 25) is bounded by 2(n − 1)((n + 5) + 3 + log 2 n ). This is O(n 2 ) expected bits of communication. The additional amount of communication required to sample Bernoulli Z at line 1 (which is (n −1)(8+ log 2 n ) bits according to Section III-B) and for the leader to broadcast to all parties the value of S, as well as synchronization bits by which he needs to inform the other parties of success or failure each time round the main loop is negligible. All counted, Algorithm 4 needs O(n) bits of randomness and O(n 2 ) bits of communication in order to sample exactly the GHZ distribution under arbitrary von Neumann measurements.
The analysis above applies regardless of the set of von Neumann measurements that have to be simulated. In some cases, however, it is very pessimistic because the expected number of times round the inner loop is bounded by E{K } ≤ H (q) + 5 according to (5) , where H (q) is the entropy of distribution q = q 0 +q 1 2 . Until now, we had simply used the fact that H (q) ≤ n to conclude that E{K } ≤ n + 5. However, H (q) can be much smaller than n for some q. In general,
where H 2 is the binary entropy function and the α j 's are given in (4). In the extreme case of measurements in the computational basis, which corresponds to ϕ j = ±π/2 and hence α j ∈ {0, 1}, we have H 2 (α 2 j ) = 0 for all j . It follows that H (q) = 1, hence the expected number of times round the inner loop is bounded by 6, and therefore Algorithm 4 needs only an expectation of O(n log n) bits of communication in order to sample exactly the GHZ distribution under computational-basis von Neumann measurements. Of course, O(n) bits of communication would suffice, even in the worst case, if we knew ahead of time that all measurements are in the computational basis, but our protocol works seamlessly with O(n log n) expected bits of communication even if the measurements are not exactly in the computational basis, provided H 2 (α 2 j ) is small enough, and even if up to O(log n) of the measurements are arbitrary. The effect of such measurements on the required expected amount of randomness is less dramatic since replacing "n + 5" by "6" in the analysis above merely reduces the expected number of random bits from 6n + 17 bits to 4n + 19. In the case of measurements in the computational basis, however, the parties can generate their local Rademacher variables without any need for randomness since they become deterministic. Hence, provided we modify the protocol accordingly to take account of this special case, the total expected amount of required randomness is upper-bounded by 19 bits.
V. VARIATIONS ON THE THEME
We can modify Algorithm 4 in a variety of ways to improve different parameters at the expense of others. Here, we discuss four of these variations: the parallel model, bounding the number of rounds, the simulation of equatorial measurements, and the case in which only the leader has access to a source of randomness. 
A. The Parallel Model
Until now, we have concentrated on the sequential model of communication, in which the leader has a direct channel with everyone else but the other participants do not communicate among themselves. This forces communication to take place sequentially because the leader cannot listen to everyone at the same time. However, as mentioned at the beginning of Section III, it is legitimate to consider a parallel model, in which arbitrarily many pairs of parties can communicate simultaneously. Accordingly, any number of bits can be sent and received in the same time step, provided no party has to send or receive more than one bit at any given time. This can reduce considerably the time required to complete our task, without entailing a significant increase in the total number of bits that circulate in the network.
In more detail, we have seen in Section III-C that the leader can obtain (k + 2)-bit approximations of a 0 (B) = n j =1 c j and a 1 (B) = (−1) n n j =1 s j at an expected communication cost of O(n log n + kn) bits. To bring this down to O(log 2 n + k log n) time, we let the parties communicate with one another according to the binomial tree structure shown in Fig. 1 , in which numbers in the nodes correspond to parties (the leader is number 1 at the root) and numbers next to the arrows correspond to the order in which data is transmitted. For simplicity, we may assume that n is a power of 2. To understand the algorithm, think of a tree with nodes containing s j and c j , for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Node number j can be thought of as belonging to party number j , who knows s j and c j exactly. We pair parties by groups of two. For a given pair, say ( j, j + 1), with j odd, party j + 1 sendsŝ j +1 andĉ j +1 to party j , who computesŝ jŝ j +1 and c jĉ j +1 . Then, party j is matched with party j + 2, where j − 1 is divisible by 4. This process gives rise to the new pair ( j, j + 2), from which emerges the productsŝ jŝ j +1ŝ j +2ŝ j +3 andĉ jĉ j +1ĉ j +2ĉ j +3 , and so on up to the leader, who is party 1 at the root of the tree.
This approach is formalized in Algorithm 5, in which new variablesc j ands j are introduced to hold approximations of products of increasingly many c's and s's as the process unfolds. The issue of the required precision at each level of If n is not a power of 2, add virtual parties with c j = s j = 1 for n < j ≤ 2 log 2 n {These parties, being dummy, have no effect on the overall communication complexity} 2: ← k + 3 + log 2 n 3: for j ← 1 to n in parallel do 4: Party j doesc j ←ĉ j ands j ←ŝ j , which are -bit truncations of c j and s j , respectively. 5: end for 6: m ← 1 7: repeat 8: for j ← 1 to n by step of 2m in parallel do 9: Party j + m sendsc j +m ands j +m to party j 10: Party j computesc j ←c jc j +m ands j ←s js j +m , both truncated to bits 11: end for 12: m ← 2m 13: until m ≥ n 14: Party 1 (the leader) outputsc 1 and (−1) ns 1 the process has to be reconsidered because the leader will no longer receive the entire list ofĉ j 's andŝ j 's since subproducts are calculated en route by intermediate parties, which must be truncated for transmission. For simplicity, we proceed as if all the c j 's and s j 's were nonnegative and we percolate the signs up the tree separately. We know from Theorem 1, using v = 0, that ifx andŷ are -bit approximations (in particular -bit truncations) of x and y, respectively, for arbitrary real numbers x and y in [0, 1] and integer , thenxŷ is an ( − 1)-bit approximation of x y. However,xŷ is not in general an ( − 1)-bit truncation of x y because it could have up to 2 bits of precision and we do not want to transmit so many bits up the binomial tree. There is an apparent problem if we transmit the -bit truncation ofxŷ instead, as we do indeed in Algorithm 5, because it is an ( − 2)-bit approximation of x y but not necessarily an ( − 1)-bit approximation. Nevertheless, it is shown in Appendix B that the recursive application of pairwise multiplications followed by truncation to bits results in the loss of only one bit of precision per subsequent level. Thus, on the i th time round the repeat loop, 1 ≤ i ≤ log 2 n , the numbers calculated at line 10, even after truncation to bits, are ( − i − 1)-bit approximations of the exact product that they represent (again, up to sign, which is handled separately). It follows that the final numbers computed by the leader when i = log 2 n are (k + 2)-bit approximations of the products of all the c j 's and the s j 's, as required, provided we start with = k + 3 + log 2 n .
To analyse the communication complexity of this strategy, let us consider that bits transmitted in parallel between disjoint pairs of parties count as a single time step in the global communication process. The repeat loop is carried out log 2 n times. Each time round this loop, parties transmit in parallel two -bit approximations, which requires + 1 bits of communication per active party since signs must also be transmitted. It follows immediately that the parallel complexity of Algorithm 5 is 2( +1) log 2 n = 2(k +4+ log 2 n ) log 2 n , which is O(log 2 n + k log n). Therefore, this takes O(k log n) time provided k > log 2 n. Now, let us use Algorithm 5 to replace lines 14 and 15 in Algorithm 4. This allows the leader to obtain his required (k + 2)-bit approximations of a 0 (B) and a 1 (B) with no need for him to learn all the (k + 2 + log 2 n )-bit truncations of c j and s j from each party j ≥ 2. We have just seen that O(k log n + log 2 n) parallel time suffices for this task. Unfortunately, this improvement is incompatible with the idea of transmitting only one more bit of information for each c j and s j when k is increased by 1, which was crucial in the efficiency of the sequential version of Algorithm 4 studied in Section IV. The problem stems from the fact that the -bit truncation of the product of the -bit truncations of x and y can be entirely different from the ( + 1)-bit truncation of the product of the ( + 1)-bit truncations of the same numbers. This is illustrated with x = 0.1111 . . . and y = 0.1001 . . . (in binary, of course). If we take = 3, the truncations of x and y are 0.111 and 0.100, respectively, whose product is 0.011100. In contrast, with = 4, the truncations of x and y are 0.1111 and 0.1001, respectively, whose product is 0.10000111. We see that the 3-bit truncation of the product of the 3-bit truncations is 0.011, whereas the 4-bit truncation of the product of the 4-bit truncations is 0.1000, which are different on each and every bit of the fractional part! This demonstrates the fact that the bits going up the binomial tree in Algorithm 5 can change drastically from one run to the next even if a single bit of precision is added to all nodes at the bottom level, and therefore that we have to start afresh for each new value of k. As a consequence, the use of Algorithm 5 to replace lines 14 and 15 in Algorithm 4 results in an "improvement" in which we expect to have to transmit (n 3 ) bits, taking (n 2 log n) parallel time to do so! Fortunately, there is an easy cure to this problem, which we only sketch here. In addition to using Algorithm 5 to replace lines 14 and 15 in Algorithm 4, we also change line 22 from "k ← k + 1" to "k ← 2k". Even though parties have to transmit up the binomial tree the entire (k + 3 + log 2 n )-bit truncations of each c j and s j for each new value of k, the work done each time round the loop is roughly equivalent to the sum of all the work done until then. Since we expect to succeed when k is roughly equal to n, the expected total parallel time is about twice O(k log n + log 2 n) with k ≈ n, which is simply O(n log n). The expected total number of bits communicated with this approach is slightly greater than with Algorithm 4, but remains O(n 2 ).
B. Reducing the Number of Rounds
Algorithm 4 is efficient in terms of the number of bits of randomness as well as the number of bits of communication, but it requires an expected O(n) rounds, in which the leader and all other parties take turn at sending messages. An approach to reduce the number of rounds should be rather obvious at this point, and we leave the details to the reader. If we change line 22 from "k ← k + 1" to "k ← 2k", the expected number of rounds is decreased from O(n) to O(log n). If in addition we start with "k ← n" instead of "k ← 1" at line 9, the expected number of rounds becomes a constant. (Alternatively, we could start with "k ← n" at line 9 and step with "k ← k + n" at line 22.)
C. Equatorial Measurements
Recall that equatorial measurements are those for which ϕ j = 0 for each party j . In this case, the leader can sample according to p 0 or p 1 , without any help or communication from the other parties, since he has complete knowledge of their vanished elevation angles. Therefore, he can run lines 2 to 25 of Algorithm 4 all by himself! However, he still needs to communicate in line 1 of Algorithm 4 in order to know from which of p 0 or p 1 to sample. The only remaining need for communication occurs in line 26, which has to be modified from "The leader informs the other parties that the simulation is complete" to "The leader informs the other parties of which value of B j ∈ {−1, +1} he has chosen for them".
Only line 1 requires significant communication since the new line 26 needs only the transmission of n − 1 bits. We have already seen at the end of Section III-B that line 1, which is a distributed version of Algorithm 1, requires an expected communication of O(n log n) bits in the sequential model. This is therefore the complexity of our simulation, which is an improvement over the previously best technique known to simulate the GHZ distribution under arbitrary equatorial von Neumann measurements [14] , which required an expectation of O(n 2 ) bits of communication.
A more elegant protocol can be obtained if we use (6), which is found at the end of Appendix A: this is a simplified formula for p(b) in the case of equatorial measurements. Each party j other than the leader can simply generate an independent unbiased Rademacher variable b j ∈ {−1, +1} as final output, without any consideration of his own input θ j nor communication with anyone else, and inform the leader of this choice. It simply remains for the leader to choose his own b 1 in order to make n j =1 b j equal to +1 with probability cos 2 (θ/2) or −1 with complementary probability sin 2 (θ/2). For this, we still need line 1 from Algorithm 4, which requires an expected communication of O(n log n) bits.
To adapt this latter protocol to the parallel model, note that the leader does not need to know all the b j 's chosen by the other parties since he only needs their product, which is either +1 or −1. It is elementary to adapt Algorithm 5 in order to percolate this information to the leader up the binomial tree, at a communication cost of O(n) bits but only O(log n) parallel time. One can also adapt Algorithm 5 to work with sums instead of products, which is the relevant operation to parallelize the distributed version of Algorithm 1. Sums and products are similar since ifx andŷ are t-bit approximations of x and y, respectively, for an arbitrary integer t, then x +ŷ andxŷ are (t − 1)-bit approximations of x + y and x y, respectively, according to Theorem 1, using v = 0. However, parallelizing sums is easier than products because the exact sumx +ŷ can be transmitted with no more bits of precision than each ofx andŷ, even though one additional bit is required to transmit the integer part of the sum, 5 whereas the productxŷ could entail twice as many bits of precision than each ofx andŷ (this is why we needed Appendix B). In round k of the loop in Algorithm 1, the leader needs to obtain a k-bit approximation of cos 2 n j =1 θ j /2 , which in turn requires the addition of = k + 3 + log 2 n bits from each of the n − 1 half-angles θ j /2 owned by the various parties j ≥ 2. The binomial tree construction makes it possible to percolate this sum up to the leader through log 2 n levels in which it is sufficient to transmit + i bits up the tree for each partial sum (or initial half angle) at distance i from the leaves. The expected cost before the leader obtains the required k-bit approximation of cos 2 n j =1 θ j /2 is therefore O((k + log n) n) bits of communications but only O((k + log n) log n) parallel time. Using once again the fact that the expected number k of rounds in Algorithm 1 is bounded by 5, the required Bernoulli variable with parameter cos 2 n j =1 θ j /2 can be sampled exactly after an expected communication cost of O(n log n) bits, as in the sequential model, but only O(log 2 n) parallel time. This dominates the cost of the parallel implementation of our algorithm in the case of equatorial measurements.
Note that all this information is sent up the binomial tree towards the leader. The only information that the leader has to send back down to the other parties, each time round the loop, serves to notify them of whether or not a more precise approximation of their azimuthal angles is required in order to complete the Bernoulli sampling. This bit can be sent down the binomial tree at the cost of O(log n) time if we reverse the arrows in Figure 1 and reorder the transmissions from the edge marked log 2 n (which is log 2 8 = 3 in the figure) down to the edges marked 1.
If we consider a nonstandard model in which we only care about what happens until all parties have produced their output, we can modify the above protocol to require only one-way communication on each of the links, namely up the binomial tree, with no increase (in fact a small decrease) in expected communication and time complexities before the final output has been produced. For this, we simply remove the leader's notification to all other parties of whether or not the simulation has been completed. This means that all parties will indefinitely continue to provide the leader (who will pay no attention!) with increasingly precise approximations of the sum of their azimuthal angles, but this useless activity will take place after all parties have produced their output. Indeed, all parties other than the leader can output their randomly selected +1 or −1 at the very beginning of the protocol, and the leader can output his answer as soon as he knows that the Bernoulli sampling (Algorithm 1) has been successful.
Of course, we could have parallelized line 1 of Algorithm 4 even in the case of non-equatorial measurements. However, this would not have impacted significantly on the overall time complexity of our general solution, which remains O(n log n).
D. Only the Leader Needs to Be Probabilistic
It is easy to modify almost all our protocols to require randomness only from the leader, all other parties being purely deterministic. For this, notice that the total expected amount of randomness is only O(n), which is negligible compared to the total number of bits that have to be communicated. Hence, each time one party needs a random bit, he can ask the leader to provide it. This will only increase the communication cost by an expected O(n) bits, which has no effect on the overall asymptotic communication complexity of our protocols. The same remark applies to the time required by our protocols in the parallel model, with the exception of the case of equatorial measurements, in which an O(log 2 n) expected time requires all parties other than the leader to choose their independent unbiased random output in parallel.
VI. CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS
We have addressed the problem of simulating the effect of arbitrary independent von Neumann measurements on the qubits forming the general GHZ state
|1 n distributed among n parties. Rather than doing the actual quantum measurements, the parties must sample the exact GHZ probability distribution by purely classical means, which necessarily requires communication in view of Bell's theorem. Our main objective was to find a protocol that solves this conundrum with a finite amount of expected communication, which had only been known previously to be possible when the von Neumann measurements are restricted to being equatorial (a severe limitation indeed). Our solution needs only an expectation of O(n 2 ) bits of communication, which can be dispatched in O(n log n) expected time if bits can be sent in parallel according to a realistic scenario in which nobody has to send or receive more than one bit in any given step. We also improved on the former art in the case of equatorial measurements, with expectations of O(n log n) bits of communication and O(log 2 n) parallel time.
Knuth and Yao [15] initiated the study of the complexity of generating random integers (or bit strings) with a given probability distribution p, assuming only the availability of a source of unbiased identically independently distributed random bits. They showed that any sampling algorithm must use an expected number of bits at least equal to the entropy p(b) ) of the distribution, and that the best algorithm does not need more than two additional bits. For further results on the bit model in random variate generation, see Ref. [20, Ch. XIV] and Ref. [21] .
The GHZ distribution has an entropy no larger than n, and therefore Knuth and Yao have shown that it could be sampled with no more than n + 2 expected random bits if all the parameters were concentrated in a single place. Even though we have studied the problem of sampling this distribution in a setting in which the defining parameters (here the description of the von Neumann measurements) are distributed among n parties, and despite the fact that our main purpose was to minimize communication between these parties, we were able to succeed with 6n + 17 expected random bits, which is just above six times the bound of Knuth and Yao. The amount of randomness required by our protocols does not depend significantly on the actual measurements they have to simulate, as discussed at the end of Section IV-B. However, some sets of measurements entail a probability distribution p whose entropy H ( p) is much smaller than n. In the extreme case of having all measurements in the computational basis, H ( p) is a single bit! Can there be protocols that succeed with as few as H ( p) + 2 expected random bits, thus meeting the bound of Knuth and Yao, or failing this as few as O (H ( p) ) expected random bits, no matter how small H ( p) is for the given set of von Neumann measurements? Notice that all the protocols presented here require (n) random bits since they ask each party to sample independently at least once a Rademacher distribution, a hurdle that can only be alleviated in the case of measurements in the computational basis. It may be that this problem can be solved if we put the leader in charge of drawing all the Rademacher variables in a single batch. But what would be the cost in terms of communication from the other parties, who will need to send sufficiently precise approximations of their elevation angles ϕ j to the leader, rather than the much easier task of generating their own Rademacher variables locally?
Are our protocols optimal in terms of the amount of communication that is required? Could we simulate arbitrary von Neumann measurements as efficiently as in the case of equatorial measurements, i.e. with O(n log n) expected bits of communication? Or better? We leave this as an open question, but point out that Broadbent, Chouha and Tapp have proved an (n log n) lower bound on the worst case communication complexity of simulating measurements on n-partite GHZ states [22] , a result that holds even for equatorial measurements, and even under the promise that cos n j =1 θ j = ±1 [23] . However, this lower bound says nothing about the expected case complexity of these simulations, which is the subject matter studied here, and indeed we are not aware of any relevant nontrivial lower bounds. Of course, some communication is required with nonzero probability, in view of Bell's theorem, but this argument does not even rule out the possibility of an expectation smaller than one bit of communication.
As a recent development, which will be the subject of a follow-up paper, we have discovered how to simulate arbitrary generalized measurements (POVMs) on arbitrary n-partite states of arbitrary dimension [24] . Even though our general solution has finite bounded expected communication provided the POVMs have a finite number of possible outcomes, it is exponentially expensive in the number of participants. The method presented in the current paper is therefore much more efficient, because it uses the specific structure inherent to the case of von Neumann measurements on the generalized GHZ state. It remains an open question to find an efficient solution to the general problem, or to prove that no such solution can exist. Nevertheless, the intermediate case of simulating von Neumann measurements on an arbitrary n-partite state, in which each participant is given a single qubit, has an efficient solution [26] . This includes the case of the tripartite W state
|001 and its n-partite generalization [25] . Although this entails a simulation process that is rather more complicated than what is presented here, its expected communication cost remains quadratic in the number of participants. However, we do not know how to proceed with as few random bits as we need here to simulate the GHZ state.
We leave for further research the problem of simulating multipartite entanglement with worst-case bounded classical communication. Clearly, an approach different from ours would be needed for this task since ours is based on von Neumann's rejection method, which intrinsically has nonzero probability to reject an arbitrarily large number of false starts. Nevertheless, there is hope that this problem might have a solution since a simulation with worst-case bounded communication is known for the case of arbitrary von Neumann measurements on Bell states [4] , [6] and of equatorial von Neumann measurements on the tripartite GHZ state [13] .
APPENDIX A CONVEX DECOMPOSITION OF THE GHZ DISTRIBUTION
Our exact simulation of the GHZ distribution hinges upon its decomposition into a convex combination of two subdistributions, which is stated at the beginning of Section II. Let us repeat (1) for convenience:
, where the coefficients cos 2 (θ/2) and sin 2 (θ/2) depend only on the azimuthal angles of the measurements, whereas the subdistributions p 0 and p 1 depend only on their elevation angles. This decomposition was obtained by one of us [17] , [18] , albeit in the usual computer science language in which von Neumann measurements are presented as a unitary transformation followed by a measurement in the computational basis. For completeness, here we derive this decomposition directly in the language of von Neumann measurements.
First, let us recall some facts, including some already mentioned in Section II. We begin with a 2 × 2 von Neumann measurement, which can be represented by operator
where x 2 + y 2 + z 2 = 1. Thus, using spherical coordinates
, the parameters (x, y, z) can be written as
The spectra (set of eigenvalues) of M is {−1, +1} and the unitary operator U that diagonalizes M is given by
In other words, we have
The density matrix ρ = | n n | representing the GHZ state can be decomposed as
Before analysing the joint probability function, note that
where b ∈ {−1, +1}, | + 1 = Given n von Neumann measurements M j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the joint probability p(b) of obtaining b ∈ {−1, +1} n as a result of applying these measurements on an n-partite GHZ state is U j E i U † j
For 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, let us define
. Putting these equations together, we have: This is precisely the convex decomposition for p(b) that was claimed at the beginning of Section II. As a "reality check", we analyse this formula for the special case of equatorial measurements, in which all elevation angles vanish. The formulas for a 0 (b) and a 1 Thus, in the case of equatorial measurements, we obtain a uniformly distributed b ∈ X with probability cos 2 (θ/2) or a uniformly distributed b ∈ {−1, +1} n \ X with complementary probability sin 2 (θ/2). From this, it follows immediately that the expected value of the product of the b j 's is equal to the cosine of the sum of the azimuthal angles because It follows equally easily that E j ∈J b j = 0 for any nonempty J {1, . . . , n}, and therefore all the marginal probability distributions obtained by tracing out one or more of the parties are uniform. Those well-known facts were indeed the formulas used in the prior art of simulating equatorial measurements on GHZ states [12] [13] [14] .
APPENDIX B APPROXIMATIONS AND TRUNCATIONS OF PRODUCTS
In this appendix, we restrict our attention to the multiplication of real numbers in the interval [0, 1] because this is what is relevant to the analysis of the parallel model, in which we need to approximate the product of sines and cosines sent up the binomial tree of Figure 1 . It is sufficient, again for simplicity, to concentrate on positive numbers because the signs can be percolated independently up the binomial tree.
Consider any t ∈ [0, 1] and positive integer . Recall from Definition 1 that the -bit truncation of t is t2 /2 because t is nonnegative. This -bit truncation is obviously an -bit approximation as well:
Suppose now that we have two numbers x j and y j at level j in the binomial tree inherent to Algorithm 5, such that both numbers lie in interval [0, 1]. We can express x j and y j recursively using the numbers x j −1,1 , x j −1,2 , y j −1,1 , and y j −1,2 as follows: If there are m = log 2 n levels,
It follows that a k-bit approximation of the product of n real numbers in interval [0, 1], which corresponds to ε m ≤ 2 −k , is obtained if we truncate each intermediate subproduct to = k + 1 + log 2 n bits.
